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A BSTRACT
Background: Accurate blood pressure (BP) measurement is a constant challenge, particularly in intensive care units. Thus,
studies focusing on avoiding errors in practices of measuring BP are important to patient safety. The objective was to assess the
effects of an educational intervention addressing BP measurement, targeting the theoretical and practical knowledge of nurses
from a cardiac unit.
Methods: This quasi-experimental, before-and-after, study was conducted in a large tertiary hospital in Brazil and included all
nurses working in that unit (31 nurses, 86.1%). Data were collected through two types of assessments: practical and theoretical
knowledge of the technique, before-and-after the educational intervention that involved simulation as a teaching strategy. A
validated checklist was used for both assessments.
Results: Most participants were female (64.5%), with an average age of 33.1 years old. Considerable improvement was observed
in theoretical and practical knowledge concerning the steps used for BP measurement (p < .05). Considering the total sample,
nurses complied with all steps of the BP measurement after educational intervention and the results were considered statistically
significant (p < .05).
Conclusions: The educational intervention improved the knowledge of nurses, which may contribute to safer healthcare delivery
and error-free BP measurements.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
Hypertension is a worldwide public health problem and keeping blood pressure (BP) within normal levels is crucial to
reducing morbidity and mortality.[1] Accurate BP measurement is a constant challenge, particularly in intensive care
units (ICU), where decisions are often made in haste and
precise vital signs measurement is essential.[2]

In the United States,[3] Canada[4] and Europe,[5] the guidelines recommended the use of an automated oscillometric
BP measurement device because it is easy to use, it is accurate and it reduces observer errors.[6] In contrast, in Brazil,
the auscultatory method is widely used by nurses and other
healthcare practitioners to assess BP.[7] This method is specifically indicated for cases of severe arrhythmias because the
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oscillometric device may not capture abnormal heartbeats.[8]
Thus, the oscillometric device is more commonly indicated
for critically ill patients.
Previous research showed that a lack of specific training in
BP measurement is a major concern for nurses, especially
regarding the proper handling of equipment.[9, 10] To date,
no other published studies addressing the effects of an educational intervention for BP measurement were identified
in the last five years, perhaps due to the automation of the
oscillometric method.
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2.5 Intervention and assessment
Data were collected through two types of assessments. A
practical assessment in which the participants had to demonstrate their practical knowledge of the technique and an assessment of their theoretical knowledge using a previously
validated self-reported questionnare titled CTMI-PA. The
participation of each professional was conditioned to voluntary acceptance, after explaining the steps to be followed in
the collection of data.

The checklist contains the sequential steps of the indirect
A lack of continuing education programs in healthcare ser- measurement of BP as described in the Brazilian guidelines,
vices affects the quality of care provided to patients and which are in line with international guidelines. In all, there
increases the level of stress for nurses.[11]
are 52 steps that range from accommodating the patient in
Due to a lack of studies focusing on avoiding errors in prac- the correct position for the measurement, position of arm,
tices of measuring BP and understanding that nurses are key legs and feet, to the auscultation of the Korotkoff sounds and
elements in intensive care, the objective was to assess the recording the obtained values. It was standardized so there
effects of an educational intervention addressing BP mea- would not be a minimum score as all steps are required. The
surement, targeting the theoretical and practical knowledge checklist was submitted for content validation by five speof nurses from a cardiac unit. Once knowledge gaps are cialists from different Brazilian institutions with recognized
known, educational interventions become feasible strategies knowledge on the subject. Semantic validation was then
[12]
whose rigor
for improving practice, when inserted in professional training performed by the DISABKIDS R method,
requires the composition of a specific sample, composed of
programs in institutions.
members of the same population, who were duly excluded
from the final sample. In the next stage, a pre-test was per2. M ETHOD
formed with 30 subjects of similar population, to evaluate
2.1 Setting
The study was conducted in a cardiac unit of a large tertiary the applicability of this checklist. Results from the validation
are in process at the time of publication. The final version of
hospital in Brazil.
the checklist was used in this study.
2.2 Design
A quasi-experimental, before-and-after study with a single
group, thus subjects served as their own controls. The study
hypotheses was that an education intervention can improve
the theoretical and practical knowledge of BP measurement.
2.3 Study sample
All nurses working in the cardiac unit were eligible; from a
population of 36 nurses, 31 (86%) agreed to participate in
this study.

For the theoretical evaluation, a questionnaire elaborated by
these authors was used, containing 20 questions relating to
the theoretical basis that supports the steps of BP measurement, and personal characteristics. The questions seek to
provide evidence of knowledge about critical points of the
indirect measurement, such as the ideal arm height, the position of the legs, and how to record the values obtained, in
addition to a proper maintenance and calibration schedule
as required for the equipment. This second questionnare,
and its validation process, followed a rigorous methodological approach: the questions were first submitted to content
validation and pertinence by five experts. After the appropriate adaptations, semantic validation was performed by
the DISABKIDS method:[12] the questionnaire was applied
to 20 subjects from a sample similar to the study, for possible adjustments in terms or expressions used. After this
validation step, the questionnaire was submitted to the test
with 30 subjects from a population sample with the same
characteristics.

2.4 Data collection tools
Data were collected through two types of assessments. A
practical assessment in which the participants had to demonstrate their practical knowledge of the technique by using a
checklist of the steps of BP measurement, in accordance with
Brazilian guidelines, and an assessment of their theoretical
knowledge using a self-reported questionnaire. Both tools
were organized in five topics of specific knowledge indirectly
associated with BP measurement: preparation of the patient,
preparation of the environment, position of the patient, de- The authors chose not to establish a sufficient or insufficient
vice maintenance, determining and recording values.
knowledge score, but the analysis was aimed at comparing
Published by Sciedu Press
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the knowledge before and after the intervention, as well as The activity ended with a demonstration of the technique by
evidence of the steps performed without reflection in an au- volunteers from the group itself, interacting with a narration
tomated way or even steps of BP measurement ignored in of the stages.
practice, even though they were cited in theory.
The problematization strategy requires an analysis of a pracFor the execution of the practical activities, a team of collab- tical situation experienced by the individual, and the simulaorators was prepared to act in the collection of the data of the tion of a clinical situation allows for constructive reflections,
practical evaluation. They were trained through orientations as required by the method, without exposing patients or proand simulations of activities. Volunteer actors were trained fessionals to discussions about errors or difficulties. The
in posture, behavior, responses and standardized attitudes, choice of simulation as a teaching strategy for adult learning
to be replicated. So, the actor/patient was systematically was considered as a function of current world trends, as rectrained to reproduce identical history for the consultations ommended by peak advisory bodies such as the American
and to act exactly the same way in all of the consultations. Heart Association’s courses for Advanced Cardiology Life
Observers remained in a neutral and anonymous position in Support (ACLS) and Basic Life Support (BLS).[14] Simulathe simulation scenario to minimize the Hawthorne effect.
tion has been increasingly encouraged by several areas of
knowledge over the last few years. The same educational
2.6 Procedure for data collection
strategy has been used in continuing education programs
Data collection occurred in two phases, as described:
in many healthcare institutions worldwide. In addition, the
high fidelity simulation, in the “clinical situation with actors”
Phase 1: Pre-intervention practical assessment
modality, has been shown to be an effective, low cost strategy
The aneroid technique to indirectly measure BP was assessed
that promotes interpersonal interactions.
before the educational intervention. A nursing consultation
was simulated with an actor playing the role of a patient. The Phase 4: Post-intervention practical assessment
assessment was done by a checklist, in a non-participative This phase was implemented up to 15 days after the educaobservation. The practical assessment took place with the tional intervention and it consisted of a practical assessment
professional in the role of a nurse consulting a patient (an of indirect BP measurement, strictly following the same
actor) for the first time. The professional performed the BP steps of the pre-intervention assessment, recorded by a nonmeasurement under the primary researcher collaborators’s participant observer in the same setting.
observation, who recorded the steps on a validated checklist.
The simulation took place in the hospital itself in a previously Phase 5: Post-intervention theoretical assessment
designed room where the observer remained in a neutral and The questionnaire used for theoretical assessment (CTMInon-participative position, outside the professional’s view to PA) was applied in this phase following the same procedure
used in the pre-intervention theoretical assessment, in order
avoid visual interference during the procedure.
to enable comparison among variables before and after the
Phase 2: Pre-intervention theoretical assessment
education interview.
After the technique was demonstrated, the professional was
asked to answer the CTMI-PA questionnaire addressing 2.7 Statistical analysis
socio-demographic questions and the stages of the indirect
For data analysis, the paired t test was used for the variBP measurement as recommended by guidelines.
ables with normal distributions (Shapiro-Wilk test) and the
Wilcoxon test for matched samples was used for the remainPhase 3: Educational intervention
After theory and practice were assessed, an educational in- ing variables for comparisons before and after the interventervention, comprised of an explanatory and interactive two- tion. Data were double-entered in the Microsoft Excel R and
hour lesson, was implemented by the primary researcher. processed in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences R
The nurses were encouraged to reflect upon the simulation (SPSS) version 10.0 with a two-tailed and level of signifiand any gaps they could identify in their knowledge using cance of p < .05.
the arch of problematization method.[13] The content of the
lesson was validated by five specialists in nursing education 2.8 Ethical considerations
and replicated by the same research. Discussions about the The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee
participants’ experience were welcomed and they were en- of the University of São Paulo at Ribeirão Preto College
couraged to report the key elements of BP measurement. Af- of Nursing (Protocol no. 1418/2011), according to the Naterwards the groups rechecked the technical content through tional Council of Ethics in Research of the Brazilian Ministry
the presentation of slides using Microsoft Power Point R . of Health. Participants were informed of the research and
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asked to voluntarily sign the consent form. They were also 3.2 Nurses’ practical knowledge of blood pressure meainformed that the results will be used for publication and
surement
researchers guaranteed their confidentiality and anonymity. An observational grid was used to verify the frequency in
which the steps concerning the assessment of practical knowl3. R ESULTS
edge of BP measurement were followed. Table 2 shows the
3.1 Personal characteristics
results of the pre-post comparison.
The study sample consisted of 31 participants (12 registered
nurses and 19 nursing technicians). The majority was female
(64.5%), with an average age of 33.1 years old. Table 1 3.3 Nurses’ theoretical knowledge of blood pressure
measurement
shows the personal characteristics of the participants.
Table 1. Sample characteristics (n = 31)
Socio-demographic variables

n

%

Up to 30 years old

14

45.2

From 31 to 40 years old

12

38.7

From 41 to 48 years old

5

16.1

Up to 1 year

4

12.9

From 2 to 5 years

10

32.3

6 years or more

17

54.8

Age

Experience in current function

All participants reported having participated in some educational activity involving indirect BP measurement in their
course. Eleven (35.4%) participants had previous training
in BP measurement after completing their basic education
program. From those, six (54.5%) reported that training took
place more than one year ago.

After the practical assessment, the theoretical knowledge
concerning the BP measurement was assessed through a
specific questionnaire. There are other answers in the preintervention assessment concerning the preparation of the
patient that were not included in the guidelines, such as:
check for the intake of drugs or medications (58.1%); check
whether the patient is hypertensive (35.5%); and check
whether the patient is in pain (19.4%). Additionally, there
are other characteristics concerning the preparation of the
ideal setting such as good lighting (25.8%) and appropriate
accommodation (19.4%). In regards to the maintenance of
devices and defects that justify their disposal, the professionals highlighted air leaks (67.7%) and non-adhesive arm cuff
(61.3%) before the intervention. After this, both answers
appear in 77.4% of the cases. Table 3 shows all results preand-post-interview. The results show that the theoretical and
practical knowledge of nurses improved after the educational
intervention addressing the indirect BP measurement.

Table 2. Comparison of the frequency of steps correctly performed in indirect BP measurement by nursing professionals in
the practical assessment (n = 31)
Steps of BP measurement
Preparation of the client
Preparation of the environment
Position of the patient
Device maintenance
Determining and recording values

Pre-intervention
Mean
SD
3.06
+/-1.711
1.87
+/-0.922
7.16
+/-2.491
2.87
+/-1.258
15.65
+/-1.624

Min-Max
0-6
0-4
0-9
0-5
13-20

Post-intervention
Mean SD
4.23
+/-2.362
2.58
+/-1.148
8.42
+/-1.089
4.42
+/-1.057
16.9
+/-1.972

Min-Max
0-7
0-4
5-9
2-6
13-20

p-value
.005*
.002*
.007*
.001*
.006**

*Wilcoxon test for paired samples; ** Paired t test.

Table 3. Comparison of the frequency of correct answers provided by nurses in the theoretical assessment concerning the
steps of blood pressure measurement (n = 31)
Steps of BP measurement
Preparation of the client
Preparation of the environment
Position of the patient
Device maintenance
Determining and recording values

Pre-intervention
Mean SD
2.65
+/-1.253
1.84
+/-0.820
2.81
+/-0.792
3.55
+/-1.546
4.10
+/-1.221

Min-Max
0-5
0-3
1-4
1-7
2-6

Post-intervention
Mean SD
4.32*
+/-1.301
3.19*
+/-0.703
4.16*
+/-0.820
5.68*
+/-0.945
5.65
+/-0.551

Min-Max
1-6
2-4
3-6
4-8
4-6

p-value
.001*
.001*
.001*
.001*
.001**

*Wilcoxon test for paired samples; ** Paired t test.
Published by Sciedu Press
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4. D ISCUSSION
The results of the current study show that about one-third
of the participants were trained in the measurement of BP
after their formal education, suggesting a lack of importance
for institutions, and possibly nurses, in obtaining correct BP
measurements.
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The results of this study show that the professionals were
aware of the need to keep the patient’s arm at heart level.
A previous Brazilian study with nurses and physicians also
provided similar results to this current study.[21] However,
another Brazilian study reported opposite results within a
similar population.[22] This step is critical, because failing to
have the arm at heart level can strongly interfere with the results obtained and thus needs to be strictly observed. Lack of
theoretical and practical knowledge was observed among the
professionals before the intervention concerning device maintenance. Similar to a previous study,[23] the professionals
presented an important knowledge deficit concerning device
calibration and ideal cuff size.

It is known that continuing education is essential to improving professional performance, especially in the detection
of hypertension.[6] Previous research has shown a lack of
knowledge in undergraduate nursing students,[9, 15] reinforcing the need for regular training and updates. Therefore, it is
necessary to alert managers and nursing schools to the need
to seek educational programs for professionals in order to Important improvements were observed in the practical and
provide safer patient care.[4, 16]
theoretical assessments after the intervention, especially reIn this study, the use of clinical simulation of a nursing garding the choice of appropriate cuff sizes and correct potechnique contributed strongly to attaining the proposed ob- sitioning of the patient’s arm. In contrast, the step check
jectives. The simulation gave the participants the opportunity the device calibration schedule was neglected after the into spontaneously self-assess any problems relating to the tervention, a similar result was observed among other ICU
[24]
Equipment calibration is essential to obtain accuclinical practice of obtaining indirect BP measurements and nurses.
rate
BP
values;
the responsibility to ensure periodical calibrastarted a discussion of the problems relating to their experiences in clinical practice. In a previous study, simulation has tion should be shared and professionals have to be aware of
proven to be effective in teaching the indirect BP measure- the schedule and conditions of calibration, as well as proper
storage and packing of the equipment. Institutions play a
ment for students in health related fields.[17]
key role in the management of acquiring and maintaining
Similarly, another study allowed researchers to evaluate the equipment, including keeping a calibration schedule, and
applicability of simulation in education as a way of improv- qualifying professionals to check, handle, and dispose of
ing the search for higher quality of care, as there is strong devices.[25]
evidence that its use is beneficial to patient safety.[18] Yet
another study showed that real/actual patient simulation can The choice of a cuff that corresponds to 40% of the patient’s
be used successfully as an instructional method in nursing brachial circumference was seldom mentioned in the theoreti[21]
education and can be a valuable tool.[19] Nursing educators cal assessment, which matches with another similar study.
are challenged with discovering ways to facilitate the educa- This step was also neglected in the practical assessment, sugtion of their students and real-life patient simulation can be gesting a need to reflect upon the potential causes of such a
gap in knowledge. In this study, the step improved after the
used effectively for this purpose.
intervention. A lack of different cuff sizes is a challenge to
In regards to the preparation of the patient for BP measure- be overcome throughout the world[25] because it may induce
ment, the mean of correct answers increased in both the the professional to only use the one that is most accessible
practical and theoretical assessments. Significant improve- and consequently obtain hyper- or hypo-estimated BP valment was also observed in theoretical and practical knowl- ues, gradually no longer taking the importance of this step
edge concerning preparation of the setting, in accordance into consideration. An investment from both professionals
with guidelines.[7, 20] Also, nurses need to pay attention to and institutions is required to change this context and proand attempt to enable the environment to have a pleasant vide different cuff sizes that meet the physical parameters of
temperature.[8]
patients.
Concerning the position of the patient, significant improve- Concerning the step determining and recording values, the
ment was noted in theoretical and practical knowledge. How- results of the practical assessment showed significant imever, we observed that professionals faced difficulties in provement, similar to the theoretical assessment, especially
describing slight arm flexion, in addition to keep it supported in regards to avoiding rounding values, in accordance with a
and with palm facing up, even after intervention, suggest- study conducted with nurses from the United States.[26] Such
ing the need to emphasize training especially in keeping the a practice may be related to the use of automatic devices in
patient’s arm supported.[7]
60
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which it is routine to record values in mmHg directly onto
the patient’s chart.
The educational intervention was effective in improving theoretical and practical knowledge of professionals regarding
the indirect measurement of BP. Despite the statistically significant results, generalization is not advisable due to the
sample size. The study, however, can and should be replicated as an alternative strategy to qualifying nurses, since
it was validated in regular physical and functional-structure
conditions of a Brazilian public hospital. Even though the
participants were asked not to share the studied experience
with their participant co-workers, this could not be systematically controlled.

2018, Vol. 8, No. 2

of equipment management manifesting a culture that regularly updates professionals’ knowledge concerning clinical
guidelines and evidence-based practice.
Strengths and limitations
This study used an evidence-based educational intervention
to improve nurses’ practical and theoretical knowledge regarding the indirect measurement of BP in a cardiac unit. We
hope that by sharing our learning experiences, more nurses
will be given similar opportunities using the strategies presented in this article.

The limitations of the present study include: the sample size
being restricted to one particular health service, difficulties
in making comparisons with experiments with groups of
nursing professionals, and there is a need for other studies
5. C ONCLUSIONS
that validate the English-language CTIM-PA questionnaire
The educational intervention improved the theoretical and
in other populations.
practical knowledge of the studied sample concerning the
indirect measurement of BP. It also encouraged critical- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
reflective awareness of the need to seek updated scientific ev- Professionals who participated in the study and the staff for
idence for professional development. Additionally, it favored data collection. Coordination of Improvement of Higher
understanding of the management of equipment in a hospi- Level Personnel (CAPES)/Brazil-for granting the scholartal facility, shared responsibility in calibration-control, and ship.
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